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Helen Savich (née Graf) born on September 14, 1919 in Yugoslavia to a Catholic family; father 
Stefan died young of tuberculosis, leaving Helen’s mother Margaret widowed; Helen’s twin 
brother Alexander died shortly after birth; her sister Mitzi was born in 1918; her brother 
Ferdinand 1924-1935, raised by grandparents, home had view of Danube; Helene self-identifies 
as tomboy growing up, enjoys theater arts, finishes college to become teacher; age 15, 
marriage to Misha (Jewish) 1936; earliest memories of Hitler 1937; self-identifies as Serbian 
even though German spoken in home; other family members had married Jewish, Helene had 
Jewish friends & were disappearing; discussion how Helene & Misha met - Misha informs 
Helene law requires bride’s family prove worth “80K in money/property in order to marry an 
officer,” courtship, marriage (Orthodox Church); Misha transfer to Belgrade, Helene begins 
teaching 1st grade; April 6, 1941 Hitler bombs Belgrade, Helene at home, Misha away in service; 
Spring 1942 SS troops in street, two enter Helene’s classroom, commanding former king/queen 
photo removed or be shot, Helene talks back to SS, arrested with supervisor; before arrest, 
Misha had briefly come home, appearance ragged, had been in resistance; during Helene’s 
jailing, SS finds out Misha is working for Mihailovich & is charged; Helene’s cell has wives of the 
intelligentsia; Misha brought in to say goodbye to Helene - swollen, apparently beaten, he tells 
Helene he has told them nothing about the resistance; Helene sent to Banjica Concentration 
Camp (Rm 13), able to write 1 letter/week, writes to former neighbor who brings clothes; 
discussion SS law-Serbian 7pm curfew or face arrest/shooting; discussion re: Serbian 
Archbishop greeting Hitler, hearing Archbishop had “sent Jewish-Serbian children to tunnel 
where they were gassed”; SS interrogates Helene about family members who were Jewish, 
Helene balks, struck by SS’ ring; discussion Benjica’s mass graves; Helene hears Misha had been 
killed; SS dictates to prisoners what to write in letters-to describe untruthful favorable 
conditions in Benjica (mother never receives Helene’s letters); Serbian women prisoners didn’t 
care about themselves, more worried about their country; May 28, 1942 transfer to Auschwitz, 
other women kept at Benjica, 4-day transport (men, women, children), few stops for toilet in 
the elements; arrival Auschwitz Nov 1942 - terrible smell, stripped, showered (“5 min hot 
water, 5 min ice water”), wooden shoes, striped uniform, tattooed forearm 82286 (non-Jewish), 
head shaved, transfer to Birkenau (Block 14b); SS constantly orders cue lines of 5, women 
ordered to sleep 5 to bay, in hearing whistle, to cue for coffee/ill-tasting bread; hearing high-IQ 
Jewish girls sent to work in city of Auschwitz, then after 6 months, replaced, taken to gas 
chamber; former prisoner Kapos “worse than women SS”; slave labor-railroad but found some 
happiness working in the woods, able to find some food; prisoners stealing food from each 
other; Kapo pulls gold teeth from Helene’s mouth-no anesthesia; Helene worries in interview 
that “there will come another Holocaust- history repeats” then returns to discussing Auschwitz-
escapees’ electrocutions at electric fence, German shepherd dog attacks; crematory “chimney 
smoking 24/7”; Helene’s period stops, told “something had been put in coffee to stop 
menstruation”; told to “be very clean” for Dr. Mengele, that he was “tall, very handsome,” in 
last of three Mengele selections, Helene transferred to Ravensbruck Concentration Camp 
because she spoke German, after 3 weeks sent back to Auschwitz-slave labor officers’ quarters 
maintaining uniforms; transfer back to Birkenau Block 14b, now provided 3 meals day, able to 
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keep more clean; discussions among women mostly about food they “use to eat or cook”, 
losing faith in God, women forming cliques; taking under wing/becoming attached to Jewish 15 
year old Hilda Berge (from Oslo) separated from her mother, one day Hilda disappears; Helene 
sent to 12 hour day slave labor in ammunitions factory underground near Berlin for few 
months, “If you make wrong, killed right away,” work with civilian women-not allowed to talk to 
them; day/half train back to Auschwitz; Helene’s disappointment in America & Britain’s slow 
response liberating camps; 3-day march out of Auschwitz in the cold; learning war had ended 2 
days prior, disoriented, only 80 lbs, not knowing what to do in freedom, rescue by Swedish Red 
Cross, taken to hospital (2 weeks), seeing skeletal self in mirror; slow intro food; taken to DP 
camp/Austria; Kosovo officer tries to find Helene’s husband-finds only someone with Misha 
when he was taken to be shot, Misha had given him his cigarette case & wedding ring & 
requested he locate Helene, man admits he had sold ring for food but offered to buy Helene 
another however returns to her Misha’s cigarette case; Kosovo officer Gregory asks Helene to 
marry him February 1946, she agrees even though not in love, after daughter’s birth September 
1947, immigration NY then Chicago; Helene’s concerns for genocide repeating; reluctance to 
share Auschwitz story with grandchildren, tells them number on arm is her telephone number; 
Helene’s mother visits Helene in US; return to Serbia for mother’s funeral 1982, recalling US 
immigration, seeing Statute of Liberty, how everyone aboard USS General Black crying; Helene 
works 16 hour days/two jobs to put daughter through private school; husband Gregory dies 
(diabetes); third very happy marriage (lasted 30 yrs.) to childhood friend Marco Savich; 
Helene’s daughter is raised by Marco & obtains Master’s degree biology; 4 grandchildren; 
Helene closes with “God bless America” then shares family photographs. 
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